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BE Free6
Premium true wireless Bluetooth in-ear headphones

Cable free - True wireless earphones with Bluetooth 5.0

Quick charge - Just 15 minutes in the case gives you 1 hour of listening time

Audiophile sound quality with graphene coated drivers - Enhanced with AAC for Apple® and

Android™ 8.0

Non-stop listening on the go - 18 hour battery life with charging case

For ultimate convenience, the BE Free6 true wireless

earbuds have no cables or neckband for unrestricted

movement at any time. Designed for clear, uninterrupted

audio, the portable carry case doubles up as a charger -

allowing users to stay connected for non-stop listening

on the go. Equipped with advanced audio coding and

AAC, they deliver audiophile sound quality and stable

wireless connection with no lag. They also offer mono

mode for sharing one earbud with a partner or friend.



Specifications

General

Impedance 16Ohm

Microphone sensitivity -38dB +/-3dB

Frequency response 20Hz - 20kHz

Sensitivity 95dB +/-3dB at 1KHz

Driver type 5.6mm

Number of drivers 2

Battery life 6 hours (earbuds), Up to 18 hours with charging casehrs

Charge time 15min quick charge for 1.5 hours of listening (earbuds +

charging case), 2 hours (earbuds), 3 hours (charging

case)hrs

Wireless info

Wireless - range 10m

Wireless - operating

frequency

2.4GHz

Wireless type Bluetooth v5.0

Weight and dimensions

Net weight 0.063kg

What's in the box

In the box 3* pairs of silicon ear tips (S/M/L) 

1* pair of SpinFit ear tips (s) 

Charging case 

USB to USB-C charging cable 

Basic user manual 

Safety instruction
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